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use of glandular secretions,1 others, that impel a child to
definite interests and actions, do not seem to depend on
physical constituents and cannot be altered except by
altering the child's attitude to life. Such characteristics
are sometimes called innate tendencies, sometimes instincts,
now, more frequently, conditioned reflexes. McDougall,
in his Social Psychology published in 1908, revolutionized
the training of teachers by his insistence on the importance
of these instincts and innate tendencies, as he then called
them, and he still maintains in An Outline of Psychology
that these endowments are the fans et origo of all our
actions.2
On the other hand, the school of psychologists known as
* behaviourists' deny their existence. Again, while some
writers seem to evolve an instinct to explain every action,
others reduce the number and Fox declares for one
only!
Whether psychologists call them Instincts and innate
tendencies or explain all actions as conditioned responses
or reflexes; whether they make them the only cause of
conduct or find some definite niche for them, they would,
I think, all accept the fact that certain types of conduct
are characteristic of the human race and play a very
important part in the life of children. It is therefore
essential that teachers try to keep conversant with the
work of psychologists in the branch of their science which
deals with the make-up of a child.
As this book is written, the controversy about What is
and what is not an instinct, is going on as cheerfully as
ever and it is difficult for the inexpert to decide where
specialists disagree. But it seems that out of the welter
of contradiction the teacher can accept the following
statements and build Ms practice on them.
1 As is already done In the case of deficient thyroid.
* In the Energies of Men he calls innate spurs to action native
propensities.

